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The material in this presentation, which is provided on a strictly private and confidential basis for information purposes only, is general 
background information about Xanto Management’s activities carried out as at the date of this presentation.

Without the express prior written consent of Xanto Management, this presentation and any information contained within it may not be (i) 
reproduced (in whole or in part), (ii) copied, (iii) used for any purpose other than providing information on Xanto Management or (iv) provided 
to any other person, except your employees and advisors with a need to know who are advised of the confidentiality of this presentation. 

This presentation does not: 
(i) Purport to be complete for an evaluation of Xanto Management; therefore, recipients of this presentation should each make their own 
evaluation of Xanto Management and of the relevance and adequacy of the information constitute either advice or recommendation regarding 
any securities;
(ii) Constitute financial, tax or legal advice or recommendation in relation to any security; 
(iii) Constitute an offer to purchase, sell or exchange or the solicitation of an offer to purchase, sell or exchange any securities.

No representations or warranties, express or implied are given by Xanto Management in, or in respect of, this representation. In no 
circumstances will Xanto Management, or any of its respective subsidiaries, shareholders, affiliates, representatives, partners, directors, officers, 
employees or advisers be responsible or liable for any direct or indirect loss or loss of profit arising from the use of this presentation. The 
information contained in this presentation has not been independently verified.
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The Company

 Xanto Management Limited (Xanto Management) is a start-up based in London, founded in order to establish itself in the financial

markets, first Italian and then foreign, with a solid and innovative business model, a "Boutique Fintech and Insurtech" linked to the

development of the technology-based services that support management and operator choices in different areas of the financial

and banking markets.

 The company, through the design and implementation of its own models and IT products, pays great attention to the data and all

the techniques that improve their accessibility and direct and automated use. For this reason, big data management, artificial

intelligence and machine learning are of great importance in the operations of Xanto Management.

 The team of founders, with a strong professional background, intends to implement, within the Xanto Management Group, a set of

companies in order to leverage their technological and financial skills in the following areas:

 Brokering and Advisoring, Financial and Inssurance

 Structured Finance

 Management

 Venture capital

 Investiment

 M&A

 Big Data, Artificial intelligence & Machine Learning

 ICO & Blockchain

 Tecnologia

 Commodities brokerage (commodities, petroleum 

products and precious materials)

 Commodity trading

 Financial Instruments

 Private Placement



Company organization 1

Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
(Marco Casciaro Gentili)

Chief Commercial Officer (CCO)
(Domenico Marando)

General Manager (GM) & Chief Business Officer 
(CBO)

(Marco Correra)

General Counsel & Deputy CEO (GC)
(Pietro Mantuano)

Commercial Area Business Area Legale Area

SHAREHOLDERS

 The organization of Xanto Management is divided into three macro-reference areas:

– Commercial: led by the CCO, it deals with marketing, communication and business relationships with any counterparty (customers,

partners and investors).

– Business: managed by GM, brings together the organization's business, along with supporting activities.

– Legal: under the responsibility of the GC, manages the legal and corporate aspects, ensuring the focus on the compliance of the business

with the legislation of the market and the country of reference.



Company organization 2

Commercial

Chief Commercial Officer (CCO)
(Domenico Marando)

General Affairs

Network

Marketing & 
Communications

Retail Corporate

CCO Assistant

 Commercial Section: is responsible for finding deals, maintaining relationships with external parties and managing the company's image on

markets, social media and the media. Sub-areas of expertise are divided into:

• General Affairs: responsible for dealings with the suppliers of goods and services and collector of all
the activities of the network.

• Network: engaged in the management of the network of more than 300 agents and employees
contracted by Xanto throughout the country.

• Commercial: responsible for finding new agents, new consultancy contracts and new financial
transactions to be screened by Xanto.

• Marketing & Comunications: responsible for the company's image, management and maintaining its
position in the markets of interest.



Company organization 3

General Manager (GM) & Chief Business Officer (CBO)
(Marco Correra)

Information 
Technology & 

Analytics
BackofficeFinance

Risk 
Management

Investments
Human 

Resources

GM Assistant
Reception & 

Secretary

 Business Section: is the active sector in the management of the operations and projects undertaken by the company. All business support teams

are covered in this section. In particular:

• Risk Management: is the team in charge of the assessment of the inherent risk for operations, whose
opinion is acquired before any deal is signed and any development project is implemented.

• Investments: is the team responsible for underwriting operations and managing the deal-closing
process. The team's expertise also includes the management of the economic and organisational
aspects of new development projects.

• Backoffice: is the team responsible for post-closing management of investment operations and
products/services provided by Xanto Management.

• Finance: is the team responsible for the general administration of the company and the company’s
Balance Sheet.

• Information Technology & Analytics: the team, placed in the business area, is the pivot around which
the entire organization turns. The high level of technology, employed in all Xanto Management's
operational processes, requires the conjunction of ITC and Analytics, which, therefore, have been
merged into a single team, to pursue a high standard of use of big data, machine learning and
Artificial Intelligence.

• Human Resources: is the team responsible for finding and managing the human resources useful to
the Company, it is also responsible for the activities related to corporate welfare.
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General Counsel & Deputy CEO (GC)
(Pietro Mantuano)

Legal Affairs ComplianceCompany Affairs

GC Assistant

 Legal Section: led by General Counsel and Deputy CEO, the area deals with all legal and corporate aspects related to the life and operation of the 

company. The individual units, of which the area is composed, are responsible for carrying out the tasks listed below:

• Legal Affairs: is the unit which takes care of all legal aspects related to the company and the entire
staff, ensuring the necessary support to carry out the operational activities as well compliance activity
both in the domestic and international field,

• Company Affairs: is the unit fully committed to the official management of the company which
ensures the fulfilment of legal and statutory requirements.

• Compliance: Given the number of activities and markets that the company aims to evaluate, the unit
in question is created, at the behest of the founders, in order to ensure the verification of their
compliance with the relevant legislation and application areas. Therefore, each deal/project will be
subject to the evaluation of the other organizational areas, only after the approval from the
Compliance sector.

• International financing: due to the international focus of the team, the legal section may deal with
international aspects of any given transaction and issue legal opinions thereof also on the basis of the
different legal system concerned.
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The Team 1

Marco Casciaro Gentili

(Chairman & CEO)

c

Pietro Mantuano

(General Counsel & Deputy CEO)

Mr. Marco Casciaro Gentili, Ph.d.,  graduated in economics and management with a major in Management of 
Companies and Health Services at the Catholic University of the Sacro Cuore, where he will later also carry a Master's 
degree in Management of Biomedical Companies and Biotechnological. He is a sophisticated investment banker, expert 
in structured finance and illiquid assets, both in the public sector and in the corporate sector. 

For the past 15 years, he has held Management and Advisory roles responsible for the development of the Italian 
market for various investors. Manager in Sace Fct Spa of the so called “Cassa Depositi e Prestiti”, Manager in Beta Skye 
Spa (now System Bank) on behalf of the hedge fund Blue Skye Investment Group, Director for Commercial 
Development in Servicer and originator as OfficineCST Spa (controlled by Cerberus Capital Management), Business 
Development Director Italy in trusts such as SFTrust Spa (then controlled by Royal Bank of Scotland). 

In a nut shell, he handled financial transactions for more than 10 billion euros. International experience: he lived in 
Rome, New York and Hong Kong. Deep connoisseur of structured finance and all assets in the different reference 
markets Public, Large Corporate, Small Medium Enterprise; he has relations with lobbies and with the major trade 
associations, has strong links with many investors present in traditional and alternative markets, an important, deep, 
articulated and international network of relationships. Lecturer, speaker at numerous conferences and trainer for some 
networks of professionals on a national scale. Lover of applied technologies, international finance and border finance. 

Passionate about the Cryptocurrencies phenomenon, he works as an advisor on Bitcoin in the OTC market with 
institutional investors, deep connoisseur of Blockchain and ICO tools. Visionary and brilliant, one of the precursors of 
structured CryptoFinance and Crypto-asset tokenization.

The Attorney at law, Pietro Mantuano, graduated with 110 with honour and praise at the first University of Rome – La
Sapienza, specialized in financial, corporate and international law, also through master's degrees abroad (LL. M Loyola
Los Angeles), dual-qualified in Italy and Solicitor in England and Wales. He has been given various teaching positions in
business law and international law courses at international universities and speaks fluently, in addition to Italian, also
English, French, Spanish and Portuguese. Passionate about foreign languages, he perfected Chinese and Japanese
respectively at the Beijing Letter University (2006) and ICE in Tokyo (2007).

In 2020 he was awarded the prestigious “Leone d’Oro” award as the best professional of the year.

A chess lover, he believes that the law follows the same logic and creativity that belong to the trajectories of the
chessboard’s pieces. “If you are confident with the openings and, subsequently, focus on the middle game – whatever
the outcome will be – you will either win or learn.”



The Team 2

C√

Marco Correra

(General Manager & CBO)

c

Domenico Marando

(Chief Commercial Officer)

Mr. Marco Correra, Ph.D.,  an engineering graduate from the University of Rome – Tor Vergata, is a brilliant manager 
with over 13 years of experience in the world of finance and technology. He has worked in the acquisition and 
management of illiquid assets, large real estate portfolios and structured finance, operating in national and 
international realities, such as private equity funds, banks and operators in the sector, acquiring skills and operating 
operations for a total amount of about 30 billions euros.

Inclined to prioritise the technological approach to finance, he designed, built and managed IT platforms, still 
operational today; It has also implemented models and software that, together with the related brands, have been 
registered through the copyright authorities.

He believes that profitable businesses are built through big data analytics, machine learning and artificial intelligence, 
along with the study of new solutions; his belief is that people need to focus on innovations, leaving the common 
operation to machines.

A well-liked manager of teams also medium-large, dynamic, pro active and result oriented.

Familiar with the real estate world and its dynamics, he was also able to deal with the management of many types of 
credit (Tax, PA, Large Corporate), both performing and non-performing, both belonging to large portfolios and Single 
Name. 

He is never satisfied. He is eager, once reached a goal, to set a next one.

Mr. Domenico Marando is an Advisor, a professional who has been working in the fields of factoring, structured finance and
insurance for over 15 years.

In the role of Originator and Advisor, he has many years of experience in the Debt Capital Market (credits vs PA, vs
Corporate, Tax Credits – in bonis and litigation – secured and unsecured), collaborating with various financial institutions
registered and listed ex art. 106 and 107 Italian Banking Law through duly enrolled brokers.

He has managed the origination for the national and international banking sector, operating with companies such as
Deutsche Bank, Credit Suisse, Sf Trust/RBS, Beta Skye Group, Fortress, Emil-Ro, UbI Group, IFI Italy and Santander Bank.

Originator corporate business for Confesercenti on finance secured by the so called “Fondo Medio Credito Centrale”.

Member of the Board of Edilcassa Calabria, National Junta Member of Agrocepi with delegation to finance and insurance,
partner SionBroker and AgriRiskItalia.

He is distinguished by its strong relational and lobbying skills, its extensive network, strategic vision and the development of
large portfolios and clients. He is the collector and proponent of decisive approaches that have its own focus in the business
value. Creator and manager of commercial networks and professionals, he has extensive and strong relationships.

Summarizing his way of thinking: "There are no contacts, no interlocutors, no customers or opportunities that cannot be
achieved."



Group structure

The structure of the Xanto Management Group is designed to achieve a streamline and hyper-specialized operational activity, which

can be carried out without excessive burden of time and cost in multiple areas of the FinTech market.

The division of competences ensures to the customer a smooth dialogue with a result-oriented counterpart. At the same time, the

presence of different companies under Xanto Management is a guarantee of resolution of any problem that may arise during the

realization of the project or positive closing of the business.

XANTO MANAGEMENT

TechFin Service

Operating Center: Italy 
Xanto Shares: 100%

Core Business: 
• Tecnology
• Finance
• Valuation
• Advisory

BrokerTech

Operating Center: Italy 
Xanto Shares: 100%

Core Business: 
• Consultancy
• Credit Restructuring
• Monetization
• Credit Transfer
• Network

Xanto Invest

Operating Center: Italy 
Xanto Shares: 100%

Core Business: 
• Venture Capital
• Securitizations
• M&A

Xanto Trading

Operating Center: Foreign
Xanto Shares: 100%

Core Business: 
• Trade finance
• Trading
• ICO
• Blockchain
• Interm. Otc Bitcoin



TechFin Service

 TechFin Service Srl is the group company whose core business consists of the implementation of high-tech services.

 The stakeholders of the company in question are investment funds, banks, insurance companies and all those who, working in the

finance’s sphere, want to exploit new technologies and new approaches so to develop leaner and more streamlined business

processes and more lucrative ones.

 TecFin Service's businesses includes:

 Evaluation of real estate assets, through an Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning software and algorithm

that work big data, based on a model devised and registered through the copyright authorities.

 Portfolio pricing, through high-professional processes and computerized procedures.

 Credit management for medium to large companies.

 Servicing for Italian and international banks and investment funds.

 Advisory in the acquisition of illiquid and real estate assets.

 Advisory in the insurance sector Bails and sureties.

 The wide choice of solutions, solid professionalism and the concrete technological support, make TechFin Service the ideal partner

of any investor – institutional and private – as well as the perfect interlocutor for all those companies that want to increase their

value and increase the volumes of their business.



BrokerTech

 BrokerTech Srl performs the following tasks:

 Advisory on illiquid assets  

 Debt restructuring

 Transactions

 Monetizations and disposals

 Structured finance

 Financial Product Brokerage

 Management of a large and deep commercial network distributed throughout the country

 The company has a commercial network of more than 300 professionals, specialized in credit to the corporate and retail market, 

and a deep national and international network of origination.

 Thanks to its relationships, wide choice of products and its advisors, BrokerTech Srl is able to support companies and investors in 

choosing the best product on the market, in order to support, innovate and capitalize their business.

 The company intends to undertake, completing it, the entire process to be complied with the registration to the list of finance 

brokers, so that it can implement, in a direct and solid way, the business of credit brokerage.

 Public Administration and Helath Credits

 Commercial Credits of Corporates

 VAT and Fiscal Credits

 Football Credits – TV rights and football markets

 NPL Secured & Unsecured Credits

 UTP Credits

 Litigation Credits



Xanto Invest

 Xanto Invest is the company of the group that deals with the direct investments of the group as well as those of private or

institutional investors, who entrust the company with the management of its assets.

 The company provides different investment lines, on different assets and with different risk profiles. According to the investor's will,

and after a proper information provided to the client, an ad hoc investment portfolio is structured, allowing the investor to obtain

the desired returns, subjecting to a risk that he himself assesses acceptable.

 Among the investment alternatives, Xanto Invest prefers securitisations ex (Italian) law 130/1999, through which the company can

allow – also thanks to the help of the other companies in the group – the purchase of assets that, once securitized, guarantee

investor's steady return. Assets can be of a different type: this allows Xanto Invest to offer its clients a different risk-return ratio.

Customers, therefore, correctly informed, have the opportunity to choose the product that they consider most appropriate.

 Xanto Invest is active in the following business:

 Venture capital

 Ex 130 Securitization (Italian Law) – Securitization and Tokenization

 M&A



Xanto Trading

 Xanto Trading is the expression of the international vocation of the founders. The company is committed to growth and positioning

in foreign markets that guarantee high returns.

 The lines of business, which feature Xanto Trading, are:

 Financial Instruments

 Trading PPP Platforms

 Origination of investors for funds

 Scructured Trade Finance

 Blockchain property

 ICO – Initial Coin Offering

 Cryptofinance

 New Transactions of large Bitcoin wallets

 Although Xanto Trading is a challenge, the Management is confident that its professionalism and the breadth of the network,

extended beyond national borders, ensure the achievement of the goals set by the young and tenacious team. The presence of

already successfully closed operations and the management of the first cross border operations enhanced the group’s standing vis-

à-vis international fintech companies.



Artificial Intelligence Value – AI.VAL

 Xanto Management designed, built and placed in caution AI.Val: an Artificial Intelligence model, based on Big Data and Machine Learning, which 

allows the evaluation of real estate assets with extreme speed and precision (the operation of AI.Val will be deepened on a specific presentation).

 The model operates in a very large market, based on a total of 52 millions real estate assets present on the Italian national territory, which includes 

the following activities:

 Underwriting of retail and corporate financing

 Buying and selling real estate portfolios

 Evaluation of real estate fund

 Compliance with Banca d’Italia – Credit Risk Mitigation

 Evaluation of Italian Public Real Estate Assets

 The model is set up to be usable in any country, by connecting the relevant Big Data set of the reference.

 The company has registered the software that implements and executes the model and is providing accreditation and validation with the 

competent authorities. At the moment there are no competitors on the market who can compare their operating methods to Ai.Val, this allows 

Xanto Management to have a great advantage on the market which will be implemented during the year through commercial activities and 

technological developments.



Assets Blockchain Tokenization

 The company has initiated discussions with important companies - such as: social associations, professional associations, large agro-food chains, 

central state institutions - to implement the blockchain and cryptocurrencies as a self-financing Fintech mode.

 In this regard, Xanto Management intends to provide itself with a proprietary Blockchain Platform on which to base the cryptocurrencies that will 

derive from the agreements that will be signed with the partners interested in this activity.

 It is very important to clarify that the founding team of company has no intention of launching ICOs based on cryptocurrencies with no underlying 

value, which have only speculative purposes and no guarantees for investors. The Transactions of interest for Xanto Management are exclusively 

those represented by the placing on the market of cryptocurrencies with real and tangible subnet, such as for example: real estate, works of art, 

raw materials, food, etc.

 The Blockchain Platform will be based on the most advanced 

hardware and software technologies and supported by the most 

sophisticated cyber security systems, this approach together with 

the clear and effective enhancement of the underlying assets, will 

ensure a safe and rapid exchange of cryptocurrencies on the market.

 The company has already started the process for the tokenization of 

the AI.Val system and the results of its processing described in the 

previous slides.



Structured Finance

 The Italian Civil Code, which also regulates corporate and financial operations, contains article 130 which expresses the rules that 

allow the management of investments on illiquid assets through securitization financial vehicles. These companies, used 

exclusively for asset management and division of the revenues of the recovery activity, are named after the reference article and are 

called “130 Securitization Vehicles”.

 Xanto Management team has a lot of experience in both the creation and management of these financial vehicles so it has several 

activities in this direction. The development plan includes the following steps, some of which have already been started and are well 

integrated into the activity currently undertaken by the company.

 Origination and due diligence activities for 130 vehicles of partner investors. (activity already started with AUM of 

approximately € 1.0 billion).

 Creation and management of 130 vehicles with external investors.

 Creation and management of vehicles 130 financed with own funds, this will allow a double gain: from the 

management and dividends of the financial vehicle sharings.

 The strategy envisages the creation of different financial vehicles with different risk-return ratios in order to differentiate 

investments and allow the purchase of different illiquid assets class.



Legal Activities

 In relation to the legal activity our team led by the GC provides for the following legal services:

 EU law and policy;

 UK law and policy;

 US law and policy;

 International corporate reorganization;

 International Trade;

 Establishment of International Trust;

 International business;

 Global governance and compliance;

 Product liability and mass tort;

 Financial services regulatory;

 Real estate and corporate law;

 International Arbitration.

 Our legal team is a full service international law firm and our practice philosophy is based on clear communication and prompt 

service. We provide sound solutions in a personalized, responsive, and business-oriented manner.



Private Equity & Real Economy 

 Xanto Management intends to found, acquire shares and manage equity of consolidated companies and startups operating in 

expanding markets, linked to the real economy and the production of goods.

 In this regard, we have already identified some possibilities with high profitability, including:

– Agribusiness:

• Establishment of a process certification structure for the short and organic food chain; 

• Entry into the agri-food chain with investments in companies in crisis; 

• Entry into the packaging supply chain by innovating to make the products known;

• Entry into the wine and oil production chain;

– Innovation:

• Promotion of themed events (of interest) for start up and scale up;

• Business Angel interventions on start-up in Tech-Agrifood;

• Interventions and acquisitions of companies in the Cyber Security sector;

– Tourist:

• Establishment of companies for the certification of health quality of tourist accommodation and catering;

• Business Angel interventions on start-up in tourism;



Private Equity & Real Economy 2

• Establishment / acquisition of companies for the organization of the tourist offer on the net;

– Real Estate:

• Use of the real estate assets of public administrations as an underlying for the creation of BOCs / Tokens aimed at 

relaunching the body's finances;

• Establishment of property management / administration companies for third parties;

• Establishment of companies for the maintenance of the real estate assets of public bodies (EE.LL, banking and non-

banking foundations, temporary leasing chains, etc.);

• Acquisition of valuable properties already used for production purposes (hotels, accommodation facilities, ...);

• Acquisition of valuable public goods or located in areas with high added value (abandoned barracks, abandoned railway 

stations, …) and subsequent enhancement;

• Creation of coins dedicated to urban renewal based on real estate values / income;

 Those listed are just some of the markets in which Xanto Management is engaged, looking for important corporate acquisitions. All 

sectors are screened for the search for important industrial and production companies to be included in our portfolio.



Contacts

Marco Casciaro Gentili
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
E-Mail: marco.casciaro@xantoltd.com
Mobile: +39 338 3202210

Marco Correra
General Manager & Chief Business Officer
E-Mail: marco.correra@xantoltd.com
Mobile: +39 328 3145180

Domenico Marando
Chief Commercial Officer
E-Mail: domenico.marando@xantoltd.com
Mobile: +39 380 6817409

Pietro Mantuano
General Counsel & Deputy CEO
E-Mail: pietro.mantuano@xantoltd.com
Mobile: +39 393 0072536

Xanto Management Limited
Capital in GBP 10.000.000 (tenmilion) duly alloted
Codice LIN (Legal Identifier Number): 984500B1C4A96DSY5A60
Registered Office: 27, Old Gloucester Street - London WC1N 3AX - UK
Headquarter: Via Flaminia 1998 - 00188 Rome – Italy
C.F. e P. IVA: 15676831009

E-Mail: info@xantoltd.com
PEC: xantomanagement@legalmail.it
Web site: www.xantoltd.com
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